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SCIENTIFIC research implies independent and
original thinking. It takes for granted that
S37 the person has made hinself master of recoghiized facts in the domain where he proposes
391 to exteind the boundaries of knowledge, or will
proceed to acquire the information. It also
takes for granted that every conception is to
3933 be tested by material manipulation.
The modern university is derived by integration and adaptation from the learned
teaching institutions of early timnes. As a
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trol the modern institution, often restricting
its usefulness. The medieval universities
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way of adding to the store of knowledge or
arranging it for better presentation was done
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ehooses, bilt it is the medieval way and not
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1 The local chapter of the Society of the Sigma
Xi in Purdue University, desirous of "encouragScientific Books:ing original investigation in science, pure and apEigenmcnn on South A merican Catfis7es:
in accordance with the requirements of its
plied,"I
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constitution, discussed methods of procedure at a
The Paris Academy of Sciences: K}. ......... 404 meeting in May, 1918. It concluded that the first
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thing to do was to make " a survey of the research work in Purdue. " Accordingly a committee was appointed, which sent a questionnaire to
every member of the instructional force of the
university without regard to membership in the
society. The report of the committee was presented at a meeting of the chapter January 21,
1919, and the following remarks were made by the
president of the chapter as a part of the discusaion which followed.
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